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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis 

The main findings are to collect the expression to clarify nonlinear absorption coefficient of a strong 

electromagnetic wave by confined electrons in doping superlattices, compositional superlattices and quantum 

wells applied for both cases of magnetic presence and absence when influence of confined phonon is taken into 

consideration. When factor m reaches 0, acquired analysis expressions returns to results of absorption 

coefficient in two-dimensional semiconductor when phonon capture is neglected. This confirms the correctness 

in the thesis’s theoretical calculations when nonlinear absorption expression of strong electromagnetic wave is 

established with consideration of phonon confined effects. 

It specifies the strong influence of confined phonon on strong electromagnetic wave absorption caused by 

confined electrons. Absorption coefficient value increases significantly, 10-103 times against the non-confined 



phonon. When quantum indicator m increases, absorption coefficient value increases, accordingly. On the other 

hand, there is remarkable change in absorption coefficient survey results against other parameters.  

It obtains the explicit analysis expression of threshold field magnitude and parametric transformation coefficient 

between acoustic phonons phonon and optical phonon in Doping Superlattices and cylindrical quantum wires 

when confining is taken into consideration. The acquired analysis expressions can return to results of non-

confined phonon case when quantum indicator m (h, j) reaches to zero. 

Phonon capture is confirmed in low dimensional semiconductor, resulting in parametric resonance and 

transformation between acoustic phonons phonon and optical phonon. Positions of resonance peaks are shifted 

against the non-confined phonon. When quantum indicator specific for increased phonon capture, magnitude of 

resonance peaks increases and positions shifted towards low temperature and wave vector magnitude of 

phonon.   

The above findings vary in each kind of low dimensional semiconductor. 

12. Practical applicability, if any: 

The results of the thesis have contributed courtesy perfect understanding of the nature of low-dimensional 

semiconductors, and opens the possibility of fabricating electronic devices to the new system: modern, ultra-

small, smart and versatile . 

13. Further research directions, if any: 

Study on the influence of confined phonons on other physics effects. 
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